CopperTree Forensic light sources are used to detect a variety of trace evidence not visible to the
naked eye, this includes fibres, accelerants, asbestos, oils, proteins, organic matter, gunshot residue,
latent fingerprints, sweat, urine, saliva, blood, and other biological traces during fluorescence /
contrast examination.
With an ongoing programme of feedback and collaboration with UK Policing, Forensic Services,
Healthcare, FM and Academia, we continue to develop innovative and reliable products to meet the
needs of those involved in the front line of criminal investigation and infection control.
The commitment to continued development and innovation, is key to establishing CopperTree
Forensics as a market leader in the design and manufacturer of forensic light sources.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements and we will be happy to help with any specific bespoke
solutions."

Testimonials for CiFi Torch
“The light technology from CopperTree Forensics, has changed how we clean our forensic
environments. Our crisis workers who ensure forensic integrity is maintained, were able to visualise
the surfaces they cleaned, and this has led to an improvement in service delivery for the criminal
justice system.”
Professor Vanessa Webb, Medical Director (SARCS), NHS/Mountain Healthcare Ltd
"The use of this lighting system has of course come to the fore in the current Covid-19 pandemic and
its usefulness I am confident will indeed in its own way help to save lives, something for which you
can be justly proud."
Professor John Cassella, Department of Criminology, Policing and Forensic Science, Staffordshire
University
“Fighting the battle against COVID-19 and any future Viral or Bacterial threats will require
comprehensive strategies, we believe that The CIFI torch will be integral to these strategies, and
support us to minimise and understand the risks in our infection control measures.”
Bob Dhaliwal, Managing Director, Well Being Care Group
“The CiFi torch allowed remedial cleaning to be carried out as necessary and it was clear that using
the torch as part of our regular cleaning routine would be a cost effective exercise allowing spot
cleaning and increasing efficiency. Parents and staff feel reassured by the forensic standard service
that we have been able to provide with the CiFi torch and this will remain a vital tool throughout the
Covid-19 situation and beyond.”
Amanda Arnold, Executive Headteacher, Delves School
The CopperTree Forensics ‘Forensic Investigation Torch’ (CiFi Torch) is an essential part of our
specialist cleaning equipment, used by our team to identify and remove body fluids, human and animal
tissue, potentially infectious and infectious material, as well as detect and remove trace amounts of
chemicals and our own cleaning products on final inspection of ‘the works area’; enabling us to clean
to forensic standards, and together with ATP testing, prove it too!

Jim Gildea, Managing Director, Total Trauma Cleaning
“We have found many benefits to the use of this torch. It allows us the ability to identify bacteria and
biological traces that are simply not visible to the human eye, thus allowing us to offer a complete
peace of mind clean to our clients and furthermore guarantee our work. The torch itself is immensely
powerful and often identifies areas of concern in lighter conditions, where others fail.
A superb addition to our business that has allowed us to pursue opportunities in other sectors.”
Ryan Mobbs, Director, The Magic Maid
“The reassurance that the Cifi Torch offers cannot be underestimated. Not only does it take minutes
to scan an entire room, saving valuable staff time, but it also give you a reassurance that our
examination rooms are forensically clean, reducing considerably the risk of cross-contamination and
providing us with the evidence to stand up to external scrutiny.”
James Westwood, Director (Integration and Collaboration and Southern Contract Manager),
Mountain Health

